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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1IgEIFafFM&pbjreload=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYRkoRgXTYk&pbjreload=10

WHAT ARE STEM CELLS?
STEM CELLS are universal and can become whatever your body needs them to become. Every cell in the body
is made from a STEM CELL.
STEM CELLS are found throughout the entire body and are needed for normal growth and repair. As we age,
STEM CELLS decrease and also become less and less effective. At age 60 they are about 60% less effective
than at age 20.
STEM CELLS develop into many different cell types in the body
STEM CELLS are part of the body's repair system, dividing essentially without limit to replenish other cells.
STEM CELLS repair injuries.
When a STEM CELL divides, each new cell has the potential either to remain a STEM CELL or become another
type of cell with a more specialized function, such as a muscle cell, a red blood cell, or a brain cell.

X39
X39 is an extraordinary health product that has far reaching benefits
The immediate effect of X39 is through elevation of anti-oxidants and a decrease in inflammation and very
rapid wound healing. This then improves the quality of sleep, improving energy and those who exercise see
improvement in rate of recovery.
Other benefits are tightening of the skin, reduction of wrinkles, hair growth etc.

GETTING THE MOST USE OUT OF X39
When body is repairing you need protein and healthy fat
Consume adequate amounts of protein each day
Consume essential fatty acids like Omega 3's
Take a high-potency mineral supplement like magnesium, zinc, copper to drive the repair process.
Glutathione is best used 7 days a week. Others are used less frequently.
X39 is recommended to use from 5 to 7 days per week
X39 placed on back of neck or on belly button will benefit the whole body.
For injuries you can apply them locally at the site of injury or wound.
One X39 patch does treat the entire body
Feel free to experiment where to apply them.
Why can you not wear X39 more than 12 hours/day? Our body works in waves, you do not have hormones
that are produced 24 hours a day, everything goes in cycles. We produce melatonin in the evening and very
little during the day. Let the body work in a natural rhythm
The peptide that the X39 elevates hangs around in the body so you don't need to wear X39 more than 12
hours based on research.
ACTIVATING STEM CELLS means it is going to increase the ability of stem cells to get to where they are needed
the most. There is a copper peptide (GHK) in the body that decreases with age and the X39 elevates that
peptide.

